Adapting Watersheds To Ecosystem And Climate Stressors
www.forestadaptation.org/water

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Northern Institute of Applied Climate Science (NIACS) is
expanding on the published adaptation toolkit for forest
managers Forest Adaptation Resources and the Adaptation
Workbook, to develop a new resource focused on watershed
approaches.
This project will build upon the existing toolkit to include a
water-focused “menu” of climate adaptation strategies and
approaches for use in a structured decision-making process.
Managers can use the tool to assess the feasibility of their
management goals alongside climate change risks, to develop
customized adaptation actions for implementation. Visit
forestadaptation.org/demos to see how managers are using
this resource in real-world management projects.

WHAT IS THE CCRF?
The Climate Change Response
Framework (CCRF) is an
integrated set of tools,
partnerships, and actions to help
land managers achieve their
goals and management needs
while minimizing climate risk.

LOOKING FOR COLLABORATORS
Interested? Flip over this paper to discover opportunities to
get involved in this project!

With the help of regional scientists and
managers, we will create a structured decisionsupport tool for watershed managers to use in
planning activities.

PROJECT SUPPORT

Northern Institute of Applied Climate Science
USDSA Forest Service
Great Lakes Restoration Initiative
USDA Northern Forests Climate Hub

Contact us for more information and to get involved!
Danielle Shannon
dshannon@mtu.edu

Chris Swanston
cswanston@fs.fed.us
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HOW CAN I GET INVOLVED?
NIACS is coordinating the development of this tool. We are
looking to build this tool with the technical expertise of
partners in the region. You are invited to join the project in
a variety of ways:
• Share subject matter expertise

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES
 Engage managers and
researchers throughout the
region to shape the resource.
 Host science and manager
workshops in the Midwest and
Northeast.

• Review product
• Test concepts on real projects

 Partner with regional
organizations to host projectbased planning workshops.

• Host an adaptation workshop

REAL PEOPLE DOING REAL WORK

A long-term product of this work will be the generation of
real-world examples of climate-informed watershed
management.
In the past, the CCRF has collaborated with land managers
from federal, state, county, tribal, industrial, and nongovernmental ownerships to create a growing network of
real-world adaptation demonstration projects (>185
projects). Visit forestadaptation.org/demos for more
information.
These projects provide valuable examples of managers
pursuing a variety of conservation and habitat goals in a
climate-informed manner.
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INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE

We are eager to connect with experts throughout the region. Drawing upon scientific and natural
resource professional expertise is key to devising a meaningful tool.
If you are interested please contact Danielle Shannon.
Contact us for more information and to get involved!
Danielle Shannon
dshannon@mtu.edu

Chris Swanston
cswanston@fs.fed.u
s

